Yamaha stratoliner wiring diagram

Please login or register. Welcome to the Stratoliner Deluxe Motorcycle Forum. Why join our
motorcycle community? This forum has some of the most friendly and sincere people you will
ever meet!! Author Topic: Why so many wires? Read times. So I spent the day messing with the
lights on the back of my Liner and I'm left wondering WTF they were thinking when they put this
together. Under the seat there's a 6-wire connector with 5 wires connected to it. A one black
ground wire, a one blue wire for the running lights, then one for the brake, one for right turn and
one for left turn. At the rear when you pull the light assembly off the fender you discover 2 blue
wires, one for the running lights and one for the license plate light. And 4 FOUR!!! Normally I
wouldn't care since they have to split off somewhere. But there is -no- space inside the light
assembly. It makes the rats nest inside the headlight assembly seem cavernous. There is so
little space that everything except the turn signals is hard wired because there's simply no room
for plugs or sockets. If they'd run all 4 of those grounds into a single plug and combined the
running light and license plate into a single plug then there'd have been room to use a plug on
the brake light and the whole thing could be removed without having to cut them. While I'm on
the subject of the tail lights, who had the bright idea of using a bunch of small allen bolts in an
area that gets covered in dirt, water and salt so they tend to corrode? I had to use a Dremel to
cut the head off the bottom bolt because it would not move and the hole rounded out. Plain old
hex head bolts are a much better choice under there. StratolinerDeluxe Advertisement. Remove
Advertisements. Member Posts: Never a dull moment Referrals: 0. It sounds like you have the
same thoughts as I have had every time I have worked on this beast. Although I like my bike, I
have come to really hate the S. These little gems almost always round out. Not only are they soft
but they also seem to be locktited and sloppy. I have tried cheep Allen head sockets as well as
expensive Snap-on and Mac. Sometimes I would like to kick that egghead mother fer right
square in the balls for designing some of the things about this bike. Don't get me wrong, I really
like my bike! I have learned that most times I do work to this machine, I have to plan some time
to browse the nuts and bolt section at a local supplier!! LOL Patience man, it is just nature of
the beast! Hey Ken, I have thought many times about doing the same thing and converting the
turn signals and mayeb the brake to LEDs so that the turn signals flash red when you hit the
brakes. When you did this, did you have to use a load equalizer, or did it just plug or wire
straight up? I can be used as a bad example. Does anyone have a wiring diagram for the Strat? I
haven't done much messing with the wires other than to put in the power distribution block , so
I don't know too much about what's down in there Grumpy, I should have taken some pics. I
installed an equalizer and a brake flasher under the seat. They are actually stuck to the front of
the fender under the tool kit tray so they are completely out of the way. The brake lights
themselves seem to be LEDs. I sure hope they are because there is really no efficient way to
replace any bulbs that burn out. Here's a rough vid of the lights. The brake controller is
configured so the brakes flash 3 times, come on solid for 3 seconds, flash 3 times, etc. Quote
from: KenBerry on March 12, , am. Man those are really bright. I like that. Wow, those are really
bright. A little complicated for some, but the results looks awesome! Here's another vid, this
time in full sun light. They are certainly not blinding but they are brighter than stock. In the case
of the brake lights, anything in addition to the center triangle is an improvement. SMF 2. Content
on stratolinerdeluxe. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. I think this is another one the boss will like
Do Not Sell My Data. Manage Consent. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of yamaha outboard
wiring diagram pdf. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an
electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and
also signal connections in between the tools. A wiring diagram usually gives details regarding
the loved one position as well as plan of gadgets and terminals on the tools, to help in building
or servicing the tool. A pictorial representation would reveal a lot more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic notation to stress
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is usually utilized to troubleshoot
problems as well as to make sure that the links have actually been made as well as that
whatever exists. Assortment of yamaha outboard wiring diagram pdf. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a
simple graph of the physical links and physical design of an electric system or circuit. It
demonstrates how the electric cords are interconnected and also could additionally show where
components and components could be linked to the system. Usage electrical wiring diagrams
to help in building or manufacturing the circuit or electronic tool. They are likewise helpful for
making repair work. Do It Yourself lovers utilize electrical wiring representations but they are
likewise usual in home building as well as auto repair work. For instance, a house contractor
will certainly want to confirm the physical location of electric outlets and lighting fixtures
utilizing a wiring diagram to prevent pricey errors as well as building code violations. A
schematic shows the strategy and also function for an electric circuit, however is not worried

about the physical format of the cords. Wiring diagrams reveal how the cords are attached and
also where they need to situated in the real gadget, as well as the physical links in between all
the parts. Unlike a photographic representation, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or simplified
shapes and lines to reveal elements. Pictorial layouts are frequently pictures with tags or
highly-detailed drawings of the physical parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it
implies the lines are connected. Most signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract
variations of the real objects they represent. A switch will be a break in the line with a line at an
angle to the cable, a lot like a light switch you could flip on and off. A resistor will certainly be
stood for with a collection of squiggles symbolizing the limitation of current flow. An antenna is
a straight line with 3 small lines branching off at its end, just like an actual antenna. Quick
Links. Troubleshooting Troubleshooting 79 Troubleshooting chart Page 2 EAU Page 3 Yamaha
has met these standards without reducing the performance or economy of operation of the
motorcycle. To maintain these high standards, it is important that you and your Yamaha dealer
pay close attention to the recommended maintenance schedules and operating instructions
contained within this manual. Page 4: Important Manual Information This manual should be
considered a permanent part of this motorcycle and should remain with it even if the motorcycle
is subsequently sold. Yamaha continually seeks advancements in product design and quality.
Therefore, while this manual contains the most current product information available at the time
of printing, there may be minor discrepancies between your motorcycle and this manual. Any
reprinting or unauthorized use without the written permission of Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.
Page 8 Matte color caution Page 10 Modifications made to this motorcycle other motorists can
see you. Page 11 Maximum load: been specifically designed for use on create instability due to
improper kg lb this motorcycle. Since Yamaha cannot weight distribution or aerody- test all
other accessories that may be namic changes. If accessories When loading within this weight
limit, Headlight page 9. Sidebag page 2. Windshield page License plate light page 3. Clutch fluid
reservoir page Seat lock page Engine oil drain bolt B crankcase page 5. Helmet holder page 9.
Engine oil filter cartridge page 2. Fuel injection system fuse page Engine oil drain bolt oil tank
page 3. Rear brake fluid reservoir page Shock absorber assembly spring preload adjusting nut
page 4. Clutch lever page 2. Left handlebar switches page 3. Multi-function meter unit page 4.
Right handlebar switches page 6. Throttle grip page 7. Page Indicator And Warning Lights 6.
Page Multi-Function Meter Unit When this occurs, a clock a self-diagnosis device have a
Yamaha dealer check the self- a brightness control mode diagnosis system. See page for an
explanation of the self-diagnosis de- 1. Speedometer NOTE: vice. Speedometer 1. Tachometer 2.
Tachometer red zone The speedometer shows the riding The electric tachometer allows the
rider speed. Page To Set Clock 1. Left 5. Page 25 This model can be equipped with op- has
traveled both about m ft tional lights available at a Yamaha and for approximately 15 seconds.
However, the turn signal lights can also Clutch lever 1. Shift pedal 1. Brake lever The clutch
lever is located at the left The shift pedal is located on the left The brake lever is located at the
right handlebar grip. Turn the key counterclockwise to Brake pedal Fuel tank cap the original
position, remove it, and then close the lock cover. NOTE: The fuel tank cap cannot be installed
unless the key is in the lock. In addition, the key cannot be removed if the cap is not properly
installed and locked. Page Fuel 1. Fuel tank filler tube ONLY 2. Fuel level mended by Yamaha
because it can Fuel tank capacity: cause damage to the fuel system or ve- To remove the rider
seat 1. The exhaust system is hot after op- eration. Open the sidebag lids. See page To remove
the backrest 2. Fit the slot on each backrest brack- 1. See page et left and right side into the
Insert the key into the passenger EAU Helmet holder backrest lock, turn it clockwise, and then
remove the key. Close the sidebag lids. Helmet holder 2. Helmet holding cable The helmet
holder is located under the rider seat. Insert the key into the windshield er and the helmet, and
then install the lock, turn it clockwise and then re- seat. Insert the key into the windshield
WARNING lock, turn it counterclockwise until Make sure that the throttle cables it stops to lock
the fastener, and then remove the key. Page 35 Polish the dry To install a sidebag leather with a
soft cloth, and then treat 1. Open the sidebag lid. Place the sidebag on the bracket, 1. Fastener
quality leather protectant for increased and then align all holes in the side- water resistance.
This shock absorber assembly is equipped with a spring preload adjust- ing nut. This system
boosts engine the locknut to the specified torque. Page 39 5. Push the start switch. Does the
engine start? The neutral switch may be defective. The motorcycle should not be ridden until
checked by a Yamaha dealer. With the engine still running: 6. Move the sidestand up. Keep the
clutch lever pulled. Vital components can start to deteriorate quickly and unexpectedly, even if
the vehicle remains unused for example, as a result of exposure to the elements. Any damage,
fluid leakage or loss of tire air pressure could have serious consequences. Never accelerate
hard when the coast for long periods of time engine is cold! At the recommended shift points 3.
Shift the transmission into the neu- EAU Engine break-in shown in the following table, close tral

position when the motorcycle There is never a more important period the throttle, and at the
same time, is almost completely stopped. Page Parking If any engine trouble should oc- may
overturn. NOTE: If you do not have the tools or experi- ence required for a particular job, have a
Yamaha dealer perform it for you. Consult a Yamaha dealer before at- tempting any changes.
Instead, have a Yamaha dealer check the vehicle. Clean the surface of the spark plug If a spark
plug shows signs of electrode gasket and its mating surface, and then To change the engine oil
with or without oil filter cartridge replace- 1. Engine oil drain bolt A crankcase : 43 Nm 4. Apply a
thin coat of engine oil to Engine oil drain bolt B crankcase : the O-ring of the new oil filter car43 Nm 4. Remove the engine oil filler cap, Start the engine, and then let it idle changed by a
Yamaha dealer at the in- and then gradually fill the oil tank for several minutes while checking
Page Air Filter Element To prevent this Have a Yamaha dealer replace the air from occurring, the
valve clearance filter element. Make sure Tire air pressure measured on cold Tires that the total
weight of the cargo, rid- tires : To maximize the performance, durabil- er, passenger, and
accessories 0â€”90 kg 0â€” lb : ity, and safe operation of your motor- Front: cowling,
saddlebags, etc. Page Accessories And Replacement Parts If there is air in the hydraulic herent
stability of the original system, have a Yamaha dealer bleed design. Genuine Yamaha Parts and
the system before operating the motor- Accessories are designed and test- cycle. The front and
rear brake pads must be Front brake Use only the recommended quality brake fluid, otherwise
the rubber seals may deteriorate, causing leakage and poor braking or clutch However, if the
and adjusted at the intervals specified Have a Yamaha dealer change the brake fluid level goes
down sud- in the periodic maintenance and lubri- brake and clutch fluids at the intervals denly,
have a Yamaha dealer cation chart. If a cable is damaged maintenance chart. Recommended
lubricant: Lithium-soap-based grease all-pur- pose grease Page Checking The Front Fork
Securely support the vehicle so that fork does not operate smoothly, damage and excessive oil
leakage. To check the operation 2. Hold the lower ends of the front 1. Page Checking The Wheel
Bearings If there is play in the wheel hub or if the wheel does not turn smoothly, have a Yamaha
dealer check the wheel bearings. Negative battery terminal 2. Positive battery terminal 3. Page
72 Storing a discharged battery can cause permanent To charge the battery battery damage.
Have a Yamaha dealer charge the bat- To charge a sealed-type MF tery as soon as possible if it
seems to battery, a special constant-volt- have discharged. Keep in mind that the age battery
charger is required. If the fuse immediately blows EAU Replacing a headlight bulb again, have a
Yamaha dealer check the electrical system. Bolt 2. Low beam headlight bulb 3. Disconnect the
coupler shown. Take care not to damage the follow- ing parts: Headlight bulb Do not touch the
glass part of the headlight bulb to keep it free from oil, otherwise the transpar- ency of the
glass, the luminosity of the bulb, and the bulb life will Install the windshield. Have a Yamaha
dealer adjust the headlight beam if necessary. Screw 2. Remove the defective bulb by pushing it
in and turning it counter- clockwise. Page License Plate Light If the license plate light does not
come Since this model is not equipped with a each side of the swingarm. Page Troubleshooting
However, should your motorcycle require any repair, take it to a Yamaha dealer, whose skilled
technicians have the necessary tools, experience, and know-how to service the motorcycle
properly. Page Troubleshooting Chart Remove the spark plugs and check the electrodes. The
engine does not start. Have a Yamaha dealer check the vehicle. Check the battery. Battery The
engine turns over The battery is good. Be Cleaning even if high-quality components are sure to
consult a Yamaha dealer for ECA advice on what products to use be- used. Polish the dry
Consult a Yamaha dealer for advice on Make sure that there is no oil or leather with a soft cloth,
and then treat what products to use. Perform the following steps to pro- 4. Lubricate all control
cables and the Storage tect the cylinders, piston rings, etc. Page Consumer Information Record
the key identification number, vehicle identification number and mod- el label information in the
spaces pro- vided below for assistance when ordering spare parts from a Yamaha dealer or for
reference in case the vehi- cle is stolen. Page 89 1. Model label The model label is affixed to the
frame under the r
audi owners manual pdf
supra 87
parts of the brain and their functions diagram
ider seat. Record the information on this label in the space provided. This information will be
needed when ordering spare parts from a Yamaha dealer. If NHTSA receives similar complaints,
it may open an investigation, and if it finds that a safety defect exists in a group of vehicles, it
may order a recall and remedy campaign. The chart below is printed only as a reminder that
maintenance work is required. Page Yamaha Motor Corporation, U. Be sure to bring your
warranty non-warranty repairs, accident and collision damages, and oil, oil filters, air filters,
registration card or other valid proof of the original date of purchase. Page Yamaha Extended

Service Y. This excellent Y. So visit your authorized Yamaha dealer to get all the facts. Page 97
Yamaha Limited Warranty expires. Show all Stratoliner xv19ctmv Stratoliner xv19ctsv
Stratoliner. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

